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Modeling Turbulent Reacting Flows
I Model for 1Turbulent Flows
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Turbulent Reactive Flows cd ted by P A Libbv and FA Williams (1994)
ReRimes of Premixed Turbulent
Combustion
/
weU-st_ed D_= l/(_=, _.1)
reactor _ Da > [, Kal> l
Da<I _ Kaff._ _'q: ')
/ distributed reaction/<- -'_
/ z°nes _ ' Ka<l.
Re=l /_ ("_"? <" 1)
_____e_. =_
wrinkled flamelets ,
: log (1,t l_)
/
K_=- '/D,, 7
Turbulent Reactive Flows edited by P A. Libby and F A Williams (1994)
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log (tk / t,r.)
Turbuiem Reactive Flows edited by P A Libby and F.A Williams (1994)
Chemical Closure Models
(1) Laminar Chemistry
<pwi >= pwi (Yi,T)
(2) Fast Chemistry
1__ a2Y _(f)
< PWi >= ----PZf
2 O-J2f
(3) Flamelet model
< Pwi >= IIOWi (rl,:Zf)Pf.x, (rl,ef)drldEf
(4) Assumed PDF:
<pw, >= f.. f pwi (,i)- P, dqb,d,2 ..d0.
Assumed the shape of Pqb.
(5) Scalar PDF method:
Solve for P@ directly.
(6) Conditional Moment Closure (CMC)
<pw i >= f< pw; I'q >. Pr(rl)dr 1
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Global model
Conditional Moment Closure (CMC)
Definition:
< Y_lr I >=< Y (_, t)lf(_,t) = I"1>
Equation:
_ < Y_lrl>
<pill>-- I- < p!511l> V < Y_trl > +
c?t
c32 < Yilrl >
=< pwil_ > + < PDiVf'Vflrl > _grlz
V-{< pu'y'lll > P,,(n)}
Pf (ll)
Modeling:
< w_lrl >= w i(< Tlrl >,< Y_lll >,..)
1_
< pDiVf. Vflrl >=< flD,Vf-Vf >- _- PT_f
< pSlrl>= _fi
< pu'y'l aq >= 0






Conditional Moment Closure (CMC)
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Conditional Moment Closure (CMC)
Applications:
• Incorporated into existing moment
closure CFD codes for complex
geometry flows
• Realistic Chemistry - Detailed or
reduced
Research issues:
• Modeling of conditional statistics
• Preferential diffusion
• Parallel computing algorithms
Probability Density Function (PDF)
Applications:






• Extension to droplet spray & particle
laden flows
• Preferential diffusion
• Efficient stochastic algorithm
• Construction of chemical tables
• Parallel computing - 3D Flows or 2D
flows with complex chemistD _
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Mixing Models for PDF Methods
- Modified Curl's Model (stochastic)
k 32 - _- _
_m/x _/'_/" * ' $ ' " ¢
- IEM (]nteraction-by-Exchange-with-the-_.Mean) Model
(deterministic)
k a 2 _ _ c_ a - -

























Comparison of Predicted and Measured
H20 Mass Fractions
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Experimental Evidence of Preferential Diffusion
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Computation of Turbulent Reactin,q Flows
I Practical I i
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INTRODUCTION TO TURBULENCE SUBPROGRAM
T.-H. Shih and J. Zhu
Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion
and Center for Modeling of Turbulence and Transition
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
OBJECTIVES
• A means for CMOTT to interact with industry
• A vehicle for technology transfer to industry
CONCEPT OF TURBULENCE MODULE
• Exact CFD equations:
DpUz 0 [#( 0zU_ OUj 20Uk 5ij ) - pu-7_] OPDt -- Oxj + Oxi 30xk "- Ox--7
• Reynolds stresses will be recasted as:
- OU,





• CFD equations become:
DpU, 0 OU, OUj '20Uk OT v OP
Dt OZi[(#+#T)(-_Zj + az, 3axk 50)]+ c)xj _):c,
• The task of turbulence module: Provide m and T,_
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• Turbulence Module:
Input: v_, p and , ... from the mean flow solver
0 Output:
k2 Dk DE ]
P,T : Cll - [_ .... , .....s Dt
o
•0u_ ouj
T,i = -puiuj - #r(_-:7_ + 2 0Uk 5--- ij:30xk
Models for p u,w
- One- and two-equation eddy viscosity models
- Reynolds stress algebraic equation models











Module with CMOTT research code (incompressible)
• CFD equations in CMOTT research code:
DpU_ 0 OUz OUj 0 OP
Dt -Oxj[(#+#r)(_xj +--_x )]+ _T,j Oxi
Turbulence module: provide ,r and T,_
0 Built-in models without wall function:
- Launder-Sharma and Chien _ - _ models
- CMOTT k - _ model
Built-in models with wall function:
- k - _ model, standard k - _ model
- CMOTT k - _ model
- CMOTT Reynolds stress algebraic equation model
Module with NPARC code
CFD equations in NPARC code:
DpU, 0 OU_ , OU t '20U_ OP
Dt - 0xj[(_+ur)(0_j 0_, 3o_ _J)i - j_-_
Turbulence module (present time): provide isotropic zr
(> Build-in models without wall function:
- Baldwin-Lomax model and Chien _ - _ model
- CMOTT k.- _ model
Further development:
- Models wi_h wall function
- Reynolds stress algebraic equation models
- Reynolds stress transport equation models
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Joint Program with Industry
on Turbulence Module
• For those who want to use the available modules:
<> Need interface program for particular industry codes
- Grid informations, Boundary treatment,...
• For those who want a module for their own codes:
<> Need modules exclusively for particular industry codes





Institute for Computational Mechanics in Propulsion
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
General Transport Equations
rj-lp¢) -[- O-_i(Ci¢- Die) -- rJ-1S¢




1. Easy to transform (chain rule)





S_ = S1 + S2_, S1 _> o
• Transient term
and S 2 _< 0
differencing scheme
1. 1st-order fully implicit scheme




Convection term HLPA scheme
(Hybrid Linear/Parabolic Approximation)
' Oc - _ww


























Initial pro,';,ie at _ = U
HYBRID OUICK SOUCUP HLPA SMART
1 2J L ' '
.............. 1
80 80 80 80 x 80 : 60
Predicted profiles at t = 100 (201x2 grid, At = 0,4)
........ -7.i ......... I.
80 80 80 80 x 80 i 60
Predicted profiles at t = 100 (1001 x2 grid, At = 0.1)
Example 2
0 0 j $=1 , S=5 Ourle_
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-'3 -05 30 x 35 "2
C 3 0 _ 7 2
::0)20xlOCv
S-p_ofil¢$ al outlet(O, Cxac_ S0kuhOn).
Exact _smo




Positiveness (¢ _ 0
Simple linearization
but /NO may < O)
Algebraic equations
ACe C -_ AwCw + AE¢E -Jr- AS¢S -Jr" ANCN +
A' s, S > 0
S
• Decoupled solution
• Alternating direction TDMA solver
Boundary Conditions
• Inflow: ¢ specified
• Outflow: Fully-developed condition



























• Input from the main code
1. Geometric quantities: x, y, _=, Cy, qx, T/y, J
2. Flow variables: /_, j-lp, j-lpU ' j-lpV ' j-1E
3. Patch control: 5 × 2 parameters
4. Boundary conditions: 7x2 parameters
• Output
1. To the main code:
2. For post-processing
/_t
I(, _, y-F yn, f_
FAST2D Version
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Input from the main code
1. Geometric quantities: x, y,




1. To the main code:
2. For post-processing y+, Yn, f#
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OVERVIEW OF PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION (PDF) MODELING AT LeRC
D.R. Reddy
Internal Fluid Mechanics Division
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
OBJECTIVE
Accurately model the effect of turbulence on
chemical reactions in a fluid flow
APPROACH
Use Probability Density Function (PDF) model -
Express dependent variables as functions
representing statistically realizable events
POSSIBLE MODELING STRATEGIES
1. Evolution PDF - solve for function
a. Joint PDF for velocities and chemical species
b. Joint PDF for only chemical species
& energy
2. Assumed PDF - function prescribed
Limited range of applicability -
reaction time < < or > > turbulence time scale
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PRECF..D_G PAGE iilLANK |_1" FILJV;F.b
CURRENTAPPROACH
• Develop evolution PDF model for compressible
reacting flows & extend to spray combustion
• Solve for joint PDF for species and energy
using Monte-Carlo technique
• Couple with conventional CFD codes
AREAS OF IMPACT
• NOx Prediction - HSCT and AST application
• Spray combustion - swirling turb. reacting flows
• Scramjet flow path analysis
• Ignition kinetics - prediction of blow-off, etc.
• Combustion instability studies
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CODE FEATURES
• Modular - can be coupled with any CFD code
• Applicable for compressible flows with
discontinuities
• Monte-Carlo solver for generalized curvilinear
coordinate system
• Easily adaptable for parallel computation
(currently under progress)
CURRENT STATUS
• 2-D and axisymmetric version released
(default H2-air chemistry - 5 species)
- parallel version to be released
• 3-D version demonstrated for supersonic
combustion (jet in cross flow)
- validation planned for HSCT-type configurations
• General chemistry (CHEMKIN)
- Hydrocarbon spray combustion case currently
under study
• CFD codes used - RPLUS, ALLSPD, & SIMPLE-type
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FUTURE PLANS
• Further application/validation of 3-D model
• Improved closure models - mixing and turbulence
(use available DNS data)
• Parallel processing - workstation clusters
• Unsteady applications - long-term
• Extend scope of impact
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